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Abstract The dual frequency Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) observations could determine the
total electron content (TEC) in the ionosphere. In this study, GNSS TEC was applied to detect traveling
ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) after the eruption of Hunga Tonga–Hunga Ha’apai (HTHH) on 15 January
2022. The eruption caused two types of tsunamis, first is tsunami generated by atmospheric wave (meteo‐
tsunami) and second is caused by eruption induces water displacement or tsunami classic. At the same time with
former tsunami, the atmospheric wave (shock and lamb waves) also caused TIDs at a speed of approximately
∼0.3 km/s. We found moderate correlation between this TIDs amplitude and the tsunami wave height model
from tide gauge stations in New Zealand (0.64) and Australia (0.65). Further we attempted to reveal 3D structure
of the TIDs in New Zealand, South Australia, and Philippines using 3D tomography. The tomography was set
up > 1,170 blocks, as large as 1.0° (east–west) × 1.0° (north–south) × 100 km (vertical), up to 600 km altitude
over selected regions. Tomogram shows beautiful concentric directivity of the first TIDs generated by
atmospheric wave (AW).

1. Introduction
GNSS is a useful tool for monitoring and mitigating tsunami disasters in the fields of geodesy and geomatics. It
has been used for accurate positioning on the Earth’s surface, as well as for monitoring water vapor in the at-
mosphere (Cahyadi et al., 2018) and land subsidence (Anjasmara et al., 2018). Furthermore, GNSS satellite
observations were used to determine the TEC in the ionosphere layer (Jin et al., 2022), which is in the form of
electron density along the line of sight (LoS) known as the slant TEC (STEC) and in the vertical form known as
the vertical TEC (VTEC). The ionosphere layer can be disrupted by earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions,
and other natural disasters, and these anomalies have been observed using the GNSS TEC. During these events,
acoustic waves propagate upward to the ionosphere layer and are monitored using the TEC (Cahyadi, 2014;
Cahyadi et al., 2018, 2022; Cahyadi & Heki, 2013a, 2013b, 2015; Heki & Cahyadi, 2012; Jin et al., 2015; Jin
& Su, 2019; Liu et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2017), tsunamis (Kakinami et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2006; Muslim
et al., 2020; Rolland et al., 2010), geomagnetic storms (Jenan et al., 2022; Jin et al., 2017; Sori et al., 2021), and
volcanic eruption (Cahyadi et al., 2020, 2021; Nakashima et al., 2014, 2016; Shults et al., 2016). This is due to the
fact that these natural disasters are propagating acoustic waves upward to the ionosphere layer, which was
monitored using the TEC (Cahyadi & Heki, 2015).

HTHH experienced a strong eruption with a volcanic explosivity index (VEI) of 5 at around 04:15 UT on 15
January 2022, in the South Pacific Ocean (Heki, 2022). At around 06:00 UT, the atmospheric barometer station in
New Zealand detected an atmospheric wave as a positive pressure spike (Figure S3 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1). The same was observed by Weathernews (2022), which detected atmospheric waves from the southeast
to the northwest as a positive pressure spike of several hectopascals around 7 hr after the HTHH eruption using a
series of atmospheric barometers in Japan, which is about 8,000 km from HTHH. The positive pressure spike
indicates a change in air pressure due to heat energy from the HTHH eruption. The presence of a surge wave of
positive pressure in the atmosphere is induced by a Lamb wave (LW) (Heki, 2022; Kanamori et al., 1994). A LW
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is a type of wave that propagates on the Earth’s surface at a speed of sound (∼0.3 km/s) (Kanamori et al., 1994).
Increases in pressure and temperature can cause a slow wave to travel from the troposphere to the ionosphere. This
is supported by a study conducted by Ogawa et al. (1982), who analyzed ionospheric disturbances caused by the
eruption of St. Helens with a VEI of 5 over the northwestern United States in 1980. They concluded that
the disturbance was caused by a long‐wave motion. LW from volcanoes generate energy that leaks from the
troposphere into the ionosphere, producing signals in the ionosphere.

Several studies have elucidated TIDs caused by HTHH eruption, including those conducted by Heki (2022),
Themens et al. (2022), Aa et al. (2022), Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022), Astafyeva et al. (2022), Saito (2022),
Harding et al. (2022), and Muafiry et al. (2022). Themens et al. (2022) found that two distinct large‐scale TIDs
radially propagated outward from the Tonga eruption site, along with several subsequent medium‐scale
TIDs. TIDs were tracked using more than 4,735 globally distributed GNSS stations. Saito (2022) also
analyzed TIDs observed over Japan using a GNSS receiver network and identified two types of TIDs exhibiting
different characteristics. However, all previous studies used GNSS TEC data to analyze ionospheric disturbances
during the tsunami caused by the HTHH eruption in 2D manner. These studies focused only on one area of GNSS
observation, but none evaluated the 3D spatial and temporal distributions of these ionospheric disturbances.
Tomography is a tool to observe ionospheric disturbances caused by the eruption of HTHH in 2022 using GNSS
TEC. This involves applying the ionospheric linear combination method to determine the TEC values used to
generate a 3D model through tomography. Cahyadi et al. (2022a, 2022b), Muafiry et al. (2018), and Muafiry and
Heki (2020) observed that this method successfully calculated ionospheric disturbance models. Thus, these
previous studies showed that the 3D tomography method can provide a spatial picture of ionospheric
disturbances.

The eruption was detected by various Deep‐ocean Assessments and Reporting of Tsunamis (DART) and tidal
stations in surrounding countries such as Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. Omira et al. (2022)
conducted a comparative study of the travel times of tsunamis recorded at the sea surface and those induced by
moving acoustic‐gravity waves using tsunami elevation modeling. They also compared the global distributions of
the maximum simulated tsunami wave amplitudes to those observed at offshore observatories (DART buoys).
While some correlations were found between tsunami arrival times and Acoustic Gravity Waves (AGWs), none
of the previous studies above addressed the height of the tsunami amplitude or the magnitude of TIDs. In this
research, several updates to complement existing research emerged: (a) We visualized the model of TIDs spatially
and temporally using the 3D tomography method using GNSS TEC. (b) We further analyzed the relationship
between TIDs and tsunami height. (c) The effects of shock waves (SW) and LW up to ∼500 km altitude
were observed using 3D tomography; these findings concur with data obtained from radio occultation methods,
where TIDs can reach up to ∼500 km altitude (Shinagawa & Miyoshi, 2023). (d) Ionospheric disturbances
resulting from HTHH eruptions in areas near the HTHH, especially in Australia and New Zealand, were examined
using the previous research. Moreover, we analyzed the TIDs in the Philippines.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Hunga–Tonga Explosion and Model of Tsunami

HTHH, an uninhabited volcanic island in the southwest Pacific Ocean located on the coordinates 20.57°S and
175.38°W erupted with a VEI of 5–6 on 15 January 2022, after an increase in volcanic activity in December 2021
(Heidarzadeh, et al., 2022). It was recorded as one of the biggest explosions in the last 30 years (Omira
et al., 2022; Witze, 2022). The onset and expansion of explosion and cloud were observed by Omira et al. (2022)
from 04.00 to 05.20 UTC using an optical medium on the GOES‐17 satellite imagery. Further analyzed in this
study using the Himawari 8 satellite from the Center for Environmental Remote Sensing at Chiba University
(Takenaka et al., 2020; Yamamoto et al., 2020). This was conducted at 10 min intervals from 13:20 to 15:30 JST
(04:30–06:30 UTC) as presented in Figure S1. The explosion had an atmospheric acoustic gravitational wave
pattern that spread concentrically and propagated from the sea level to the ionosphere and later traveled radially
outward several times (Andrews, 2022; Duncombe, 2022; Omira et al., 2022).

The HTHH eruption led to the discovery of tsunamis that were sent along the Pacific coast, including Tonga, Fiji,
American Samoa, and Vanuatu, and the waves reached New Zealand, Japan, the United States, Chile, and Peru
(Vergoz et al., 2022). The DART system was specifically designed to measure tsunamis in the deep ocean (Eble
& Gonzalez, 1991; Meinig et al., 2005) by recording pressure changes resulting from both atmospheric conditions
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and the movement of water waves (Gusman et al., 2022). In the study, by Gusman and Roger (2022), they
conducted a tsunami simulation using a circular sea‐surface deformation model with a 10‐km diameter, as pre-
sented in Figure 1. The simulation was supported by direct measurement data obtained from DART, and from the
state‐owned tidal station closest to the location of the HTHH eruption. The study focused on the regions closest to
the eruption source, namely, eastern Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. GNSS observation stations
were also utilized to detect any ionospheric disturbances, and their proximity to the study areas was considered.

2.2. GNSS Data

The data used were obtained from the Australian Regional GNSS Network station in Australia and GeoNet in
New Zealand with a 30‐s observation interval of 30. The Philippine Active Geodetic Network (PAGeNet) data
with a 1‐s observation interval was also used. Furthermore, the Receiver Independent Exchange data format was
converted from PAGeNet into 30‐s intervals to have the same gaps as those in other study areas and also to reduce
the size. The locations of the GNSS stations in New Zealand, Australia, and the Philippines are presented in
Figure 2. Under the geomagnetic latitudinal conditions, each center of the tomography model in the region is at
different angles of geomagnetic field inclination, as presented in Table 1.

2.3. TEC Estimation

GPS and GLONASS propagate electromagnetic signals through the ionosphere before being received by the
receivers on Earth. The GPS phase difference between L1 (∼1.5 GHz) and L2 (∼1.2 GHz) has been changed to
STEC. On the other hand, the GLONASS phase difference between G1 (∼1.6 GHz) and G2 (∼1.3 GHz) has been
converted to STEC. The STEC represents the electron‐density value along the LoS. In this study, VTEC
was calculated from STEC in a short time variation and subtracted from its polynomial. Furthermore, the
electron‐density values were expressed in TECU (1 TECU = 1016 electrons/m2). The point at 300 km the
ionosphere intersects the LoS layer was referred to as the ionospheric penetration point, whereas the projection on
the surface was known as the sub‐ionospheric point (SIP).

Figure 1. Simulated maximum tsunami amplitude from the air‐wave tsunami source model of 2022 Hunga Tonga–Hunga
Ha’apai volcanic tsunami (Gusman et al., 2022). The blue contours show the travel time of the air wave from the HTHH
volcano (red triangle) with a 1‐hr interval whereas the red circle indicates the observed area.
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In this study, we used STEC that calculated from the phase difference of the two frequencies was determined by
calculating the L1 and L2 by eliminating ambiguity, cycle slip, and bias frequency in the phase data (Abi-
din, 2000). Multiplication of the L4 value by the scale factor produced TEC value as indicated in the following
Equations 1 and 2:

∆L4 = L1 − L2 (1)

STEC =
1

40.308
×

f12 × f22

( f12 − f22)∆L4
(2)

where f1 and f2 denote the frequencies of the L1 and L2 signals (∼1.2 and
∼1.5 GHz). The 40,308 coefficient was used to convert ionospheric delay
value to TEC (Muafiry & Heki, 2020), whereas the ionospheric signature of
TIDs was modeled using differential TEC (dTEC). Notably, the dTEC was
developed using the best‐fitting method with a high degree. This method has

Figure 2. Locations of the GNSS observation stations in Australia (a), New Zealand (b), and the Philippines (c). Red triangles indicate the location of the stations; green
areas, the land; and blue areas, the sea.

Table 1
Geographic and Magnetic Coordinate Based on

Region Center long (°) Center lat (°) MLat/Inc (°)

New Zealand 176 − 40 − 65.199

Australia 149 − 34 − 64.843

Philippines 125 12.5 12.131

Source: Magnetic inclination was calculated using the World Magnetic Model
2020 Calculator.
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the ability to eliminate noise caused by the movement of the satellite. Meanwhile, orbiting and TEC fluctuation
values were determined using irregular up and down graphs (Heki, 2011).

2.4. 3D Tomography

Tomography is a cross‐sectional imaging of an object from either transmission or reflection data collected by
illuminating the object from different directions. TEC has been utilized in ionosphere studies to reconstruct the
state of the ionosphere using satellite data by monitoring electron‐density distribution represented by the TEC
along the LoS. It is noteworthy that block tomography was assumed to be homogeneous (Muafiry, et al., 2018).
The size resolution of the tomography model in each 100‐km altitude layer was set to have the same di-
mensions, which were 1° east–west and 1° north–south, as presented in Figure S2. The division of ionospheric
values by LoS produced electron‐density values within each fault block based on the LoS penetration depth.
Furthermore, the length of the two LoS intersections was calculated with the sides of the fault block to
determine the penetration depth. The density value of the fault block was also determined using the following
equation (He & Heki, 2018):

∆STEC =∑
n

j=1
A ijxj + ei (3)

Equation (3) was used to collect the density values for every fault block that the LoS crossed based on the
complete dTEC density value and extended component of the LoS penetration for each block. The equation also
incorporated the measurement error value of 0.05, with TECU assumed as a result of the usual error in differential
GNSS metering (Coster et al., 2013).

3. TIDs and Propagation
3.1. TIDs

The STEC was calculated using a linear combination of the ionosphere along the LoS from the satellite to the
receiver. Furthermore, the comparison and TEC values were mergedusing a polynomial reference curve such that
the polynomial was formulated in the “order 10” based on the line of best fit. The ionospheric disturbances were
detected through the residual STEC values that were significantly different from the reference curve. In addition,
the TEC change was calculated and the TEC value with a 10th‐degree polynomial subtracted to obtain the outliers
so as to determine the dTEC. Notably, the significant changes in the dTEC associated with the ionosphere density
were detected in New Zealand before the arrival time of the tsunami by GPS PRN 10, 18, 23, 24, and 32 and
GLONASS 47; those in Australia by GPS PRN 10, 21, and 32; and those in the Philippines by GPS PRN 8, 16, 21,
and 26.

The TIDs in the time‐series values for New Zealand were detected in six satellites, namely, GPS PRN 10, 18, 23,
24, and 32 and GLONASS 47, as presented in Figure 3. It is noteworthy that some satellites crossed over New
Zealand territory as the tsunami waves propagated. The average TIDs were detected at a peak of 06:06–06:42 UT
or approximately 114 min after eruption with ∼2.3–3.4 TECU. This is consistent with the finding by Zhang,
Vierinen, et al. (2022) and Aa et al. (2022) that the amplitude of the dTEC magnitudes was up to 3 TECU. TEC
data observations show that in the New Zealand region there are several TIDs peaks at 06:00 UT and 08:00 UT
(Figure 3). First, at ∼06:00 UT, clearly visible TIDs was detected in New Zealand, characterized by fluctuations
lasting ∼40–60 min. It was reported that TIDs was caused by AW, specifically SW and LW. This inference was
supported by the simultaneous increase in barometric air pressure, as shown in Figure S3b in Supporting In-
formation S1. At ∼06:00 UT, AW phenomenon also occurred, leading to the manifestation of global
meteo‐tsunami. The phenomenon is also in line with Gusman et al. (2022), which reported tsunami detected at the
same hour in New Zealand. The timeline of events is shown in Figure S3a in Supporting Information S1, where
AW precedes the detection of TIDs in the ionosphere, eventually followed by tsunami recording at the DART
NZE station. Therefore, TIDs and tsunami detected at∼06.00 UT in New Zealand share a connection (not a causal
relationship), as AW causes both phenomena. We discuss these atmospheric waves in more detail in the next
sub‐chapter regarding propagation speed and frequency.
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Examining the phenomenon at ∼08:00 UT, Gusman et al. (2022) and Hu et al. (2023) reported that tsunami was
recorded in New Zealand during this timeframe. It was presumed to be classical tsunami caused by
eruption‐induced water displacement, as seen in Figure 1c. TIDs detected at ∼08.00 UT had a causal relationship
with tsunami, originating from Gravity Wave (GW) propagating upward to the ionosphere. The second TIDs peak
(Figure 3) occurred almost simultaneously with the sea level rise observed by Gusman et al. (2022), as shown in
Figure S3b in Supporting Information S1. We suspect that these TIDs are caused by Internal Gravity Wave (IGW)
caused by classical tsunamis. Furthermore, we try to determine the propagation speed of TIDs in sub‐section 3.2.
TIDs detected at∼08.00 UT had a causal relationship with tsunami, originating from IGW propagating upward to
the ionosphere.

The directivity of TIDs was also analyzed, as presented in Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1. This rep-
resents the position of the SIP point in New Zealand from 05:48 to 06:18 UT accompanied by the TEC value
observed. The positive dTEC was found to be moving southward due to the movement of the tsunami toward the
direction, as previously stated by Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022). The TIDs area can be observed when there are
more data on the number of detecting satellites and existing observation stations.

In the case of Australia, three satellites showed the presence of TIDs, as indicated in Figure 4. It was found that
GPS PRN 10 and 32 observed TIDs with SIP in the coastal area whereas GPS PRN 21 observed the same in the
inland area. The peak for the average TIDs was detected at 07:33–08:16 UT or approximately 114 min after
eruption, with∼1.5–2.9 TECU. This is consistent with the findings of Aa et al. (2022) using GNSS data at stations
spread across the country that the dTEC SIP value around Australia was ∼2 TECU.

The TIDs areas detected by GPS satellites 10, 21, and 32 are presented in Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1,
and these consist of the positions of SIP points from 07:06 to 07:54 UT as well as the dTEC values. Moreover, the
movement directions of TIDs were found to be the same from both stations in Australia and New Zealand.

Figure 3. Time series of TEC residuals (a,b,d,e,g,h,j,k,m,n,p,q) and SIP trajectories (c,f,l,o,r) for New Zealand. The black dashed lines in the time series indicate the
timing of eruption; red triangles, the spot of stations; yellow dashed lines in the time series, the peaks of the two TIDs; yellow lines, the trajectory of SIP at 06:30–08:30
UT; and black dots, the SIP when the TIDs were detected.
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Figure 3. (Continued)
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Positive dTEC was observed to have moved from the northeast to the southwest at around 07:06 UT and started
disappearing at 07:54 UT.

In the case of the Philippines, TIDs were obtained from four satellites, including GPS PRN 8, 16, 21, and 26, as
presented in Figure 5. The time series for the slant changes of TEC in the Philippines tended to fluctuate more than
those for Australia and New Zealand, as presented in Figure 5. In addition, during the eruption, a moderate
geomagnetic storm was detected with a Dst index value of up to − 90 nT, as presented in Figure S6 in Supporting
Information S1. The HTHH volcanic eruption occurred during the recovery phase of a moderate geomagnetic
storm. Previous studies (Aa et al., 2022; Astafyeva et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023) stated that this geomagnetic storm
had minimal impact on TEC. It was found that the peak of the average TIDs was at ∼09:00–10:00 UT or
∼300 min after eruption with ∼24.8 TECU. This is because the TIDs in the area were detected in the afternoon,
local time, causing large and fast drifts due to the equatorial ionospheric anomaly. Moreover, TIDs are detected in
the daytime, and the HTHH volcano eruption occurs during the recovery phase of a moderate geomagnetic storm.
During the event, disturbance on the electric field is responsible for generating the westward equatorial electrojet

Figure 4. Time series of TEC residual (a,b,d,e,g,h) and SIP trajectory (c,f,i) in Australia. The black dashed lines in the time series indicate the timing of eruption; red
triangles, the location of stations; yellow dashed lines in the time series, the peak of TIDs; yellow line, the trajectory of SIP at 06:30–08:30 UT; and black dots, the SIP
when TIDs were detected.
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Figure 5. Time series of TEC residual (a,c,e,g,h) and SIP trajectory (b,d,f,i) in the Philippines. The black dashed lines in the
time series indicate the timing of eruption; red triangles, the location of stations; yellow dashed lines in the time series, the
peak of TIDs; yellow line, the trajectory of SIP at 08:00–10:00 UT; and black dots, the SIP when TIDs were detected.
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(EEJ) (Zhang et al., 2021, 2022b). Previous research (Aa et al., 2022; Astafyeva et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023) stated
that geomagnetic storms might affect TEC, although its effect might be insignificant. In addition, Le et al. (2022)
stated that the eruption and the geomagnetic storm reversed the neutral wind direction. During the daytime,
electric field (E) and magnetic field (B) interactions result in Lorentz force (E × B), lifting the particles upward,
called ionospheric radial current (IRC) (Muafiry & Heki, 2020; Qiu et al., 2019). Changes in IRC variations are
influenced by prompt penetration electric field (PPEF) and neutral wind during geomagnetic storms. Increased
PPEF during geomagnetic storms also affects the EEJ (Zhong et al. (2023). The northward movement of the
Earth’s magnetic field and the eastward movement of the electric field cause upward movements of the iono-
sphere (Heki & Ping, 2005; Huang, 2020) along the geomagnetic equator. The upward movement of the
ionosphere compresses the electron density, increasing the TEC. It also supports a westward neutral wind
perturbation, reinforcing the background westward wind in the dayside and increasing the eastward electric field
(Wang et al., 2022; Zhang, Wang, et al., 2022). Hence, the superposition between atmospheric waves, EEJ, and a
small impact from a geomagnetic storm could influence the amplitude of TIDs in the Philippines (along the
equator in the geomagnetic field in Table 1). This causes the TEC in the Philippines to become greater. Mean-
while, in high geomagnetic latitude areas, such as New Zealand and Australia, the influence of changes in the
neutral wind direction is insignificant. The disturbance of dynamo electric fields has delayed responses
to high‐latitude heating events (Fuller‐Rowell et al., 2002; Richmond & Matsushita, 1975; Scherliess
& Fejer, 1997). In addition, Chen et al. (2023) observed that the impact of solar and geomagnetic activities on the
ionosphere in Australia and New Zealand was limited and negligible. For this reason, New Zealand and Aus-
tralia’s TEC have a smaller amplitude than the Philippines.

Furthermore, on GPS satellite PRN 16 and 26 observations, the TIDs are at the end of satellite observations.
This is because we used all satellites with no threshold or null elevation angles. This can be seen from the SIP
position, which is far from the zenith station. This is already validated by the slant changes of TEC 1 day prior
to and after the eruption, which showed the moderate variation, as presented in Figure S7 in Supporting
Information S1.

Figure S8 in Supporting Information S1 presents the TIDs detected by GPS satellites 8, 16, 21, and 26, along
with the positions of the SIP points from 09:36 to 10:24 UT and the corresponding dTEC values observed.
TIDs appeared to take longer to reach the stations in the Philippines compared with those in cases 1 and 2,
possibly because the distance from mainland Philippines is greater. Specifically, at around 09:30 UT, a positive
dTEC moved in a southwesterly direction from the northeast, gradually dissipating until it disappeared at
10:30 UT.

Our study shows that the raw sTEC change measurements massively fluctuate, resembling a large W‐shape
(Astafyeva et al., 2022; Munaibari et al., 2023). Our estimation time series model (Figure 3) exhibited a
pattern similar to that Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022) observed in New Zealand. SW and LW triggering TIDs
(around 06:00 UT in New Zealand) resembles the TIDs induced by the GW (around 08:00 UT in New Zealand).
However, the SW and LW signature exhibits a larger amplitude than the GW signature, which agrees with the
previous research by Munaibari et al., 2023; Zhang, Vierinen, et al., 2022; Aa et al., 2022; etc. After reaching the
maximum peak, the sTEC changes were followed by oscillations and small peaks. Astafyeva et al. (2022) suggest
that the small peaks were caused by small eruptions after the large explosion.

3.2. Propagation Speed

Research on HTHH TIDs due to LW has been evaluated by Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022). They found TIDs with
a primary speed of ∼300–350 m/s that traveled worldwide three times. The global TIDs propagation is consistent
with the effect of LW that have the speed of sound. Research into Hunga Tonga due to LW was also examined by
Ghent and Crowell (2022) and Hu et al. (2023), who found that supersonic acoustic waves, LW, and tsunamis
waves caused complex global ionospheric disturbances. Supersonic acoustic waves traveling at 833 m/s between
1,600 and ∼3,000 km from Hunga arrive at a LW TIDs traveling at 310 m/s and are followed by a TIDs tsunami
traveling at the same speed. Specific frequencies differentiate LW from tsunamis. Figure S12 in Supporting
Information S1 shows the spectrogram obtained by the Blackman–Tukey method using the TEC time series by
GPS 32 from TGTK station. The observed peak frequencies were ∼0.476 mHz at 06:00 UT. In addition, the
second TIDS at 08:00 UT obtained frequency values around 1.666 mHz consistent with the IGW. These fre-
quencies concur with Hu et al. (2023) at the same research. However, the LW signature has a larger TIDs
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amplitude than the tsunami classic signature. The difference in pressure originating from the AW (∼6.5 hPa) at
06:00 UT and IGW (0.2 hPa) at 08:00 UT causes differences in the TIDs amplitudes as seen in Figure S3 in
Supporting Information S1. The amplitude of TIDs due to AW (∼5 TECU) is greater than the amplitude of TIDs
due to tsunami (∼1.68 TECU). This has been confirmed by Munaibari et al. (2023) in the same study. The LW
also triggers an IGW, which propagates upward to the height of the ionosphere with the same horizontal speed as
the LW (Munaibari et al., 2023). Heki (2022) also reported that the 2022 Tonga eruption produced a LW with a
speed of 0.3 km/s, whereas those that typically propagated in the troposphere were at the speeds of sound between
300 and 350 m/s. Moreover, Themens et al. (2022) noted that the energy of LW is mainly confined to the
troposphere, but their amplitude has the ability to increase exponentially with altitude due to the decrease in
density. Similar to sound and gravitational waves, wave energy can escape to the upper atmosphere when LW
resonate with the atmosphere at a horizontal phase velocity of approximately 300 m/s (Zhang, Vierinen,
et al., 2022). It was also observed by Taylor (1932) that LW were associated with eruption events, such as the
Mount Krakatoa eruption.

In this study, we analyzed TIDs that caused electron density in the ionosphere due to Atmospheric waves and
tsunamis during the HTHH eruption on 15 January 2022. We observed TIDs spatially and temporally in three
different regions using the 3D tomography method. The modeling results provided clear mechanisms and
directivity. We observed an increase in electron density depicted in the time series of each region. The TIDs in
New Zealand were observed to have three peaks at approximately ∼06:00 and ∼08:00 UT. The TIDs that
appeared at around 06:00 UT had a period of approximately more than 30 min caused by SW and LW, which was
explained in subsection 3.1. On the other hand, TIDs at around 08:00 UT had a shorter period of about 10 min
caused by tsunami gravity waves that induce by tsunami classic. We also observed TIDs in the Australian region,
which were observed at approximately 08:00 UT with a period of about 40 min. Lastly, we observed TIDs in the
Philippines, which were detected at around 10:30 UT with a period of about 50 min. Our observations are
consistent with those by Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022), who observed TIDs in New Zealand as a result of LW with
period fluctuations of around 10–30 min.

Velocity was also calculated from ionospheric disturbances observed using least squares method and the TIDs
distance from the eruption source was plotted against the propagation time using a travel time diagram. Figure S9
in Supporting Information S1 presents the observed TIDs travel time diagram in the New Zealand region using
GPS satellites and the movement of the distance from the source of eruption with the observed TEC values. The
positive dTEC values in red first appeared at around 05:70–06:10 UT, followed by negative values in blue. The
velocity of the observed TIDs were 0.478, 0.301, 0.598, 0.545, 0.692, and 0.688 km/s for GPS satellites 10, 18,
23, 24, and 32 and GLONASS 47, respectively. This speed is consistent with Hu et al. (2023), where SW
propagates at speeds up to ∼1 km/s. The further the wave speed moves away, the weaker it becomes as shown in
Figure S9 in Supporting Information S1 (e.g., GPS 32). First TIDs was caused by a SW with a speed of
∼0.451 km/s at around ∼06:00 UT. Then at 06:30 UT the TIDs propagated ∼0.387 km/s. We also calculated the
propagation velocity of the second TIDs at ∼08:00 UT over New Zealand. The speeds obtained are ∼0.311 and
0.246 km/s. This value is consistent with the IGW speed induced by the classic tsunami due to eruption water
displacement (Hu et al., 2023). Furthermore, Figure S10 in Supporting Information S1 presents the travel time for
the GPS satellites, and the results were recorded to be 0.337, 0.312, and 0.313 km/s for GPS satellites 10, 21, and
32, respectively. Figure S11 in Supporting Information S1 also presents the travel time for the GPS satellites in the
Philippines, which were 0.490, 0.446, 0.561, and 0.497 km/s for GPS satellites 8, 16, 21, and 26, respectively. It is
clearly enough to assume that the tsunami resulting from the HTHH eruption was caused by AW and due to water
displacement eruptions. Apart from causing tsunamis, AW also cause TIDs in the ionosphere, with the wave
speed getting weaker the further away it is.

4. 3D Ionospheric Disturbances
The 3D ionospheric disturbances caused by the 2022 HTHH eruption were further studied using GNSS TEC. The
modeling was focused on an altitude of 100–600 km with a coverage area that matches the model from the
checkerboard resolution test. Furthermore, the 3D tomography model was designed for spatial and temporal
analyses from an elevation interval of 100 km in a time interval of 6 min. This model has been previously used by
Muafiry and Heki (2020) to analyze ionospheric disturbances before the earthquake in Japan, and the results
indicated that the anomaly was visible sometime before the earthquake occurred. He and Heki (2018) also applied
the same method to ionospheric disturbances caused by the 2015 Chile earthquake. Therefore, this model was
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applied in this study to provide an overview of ionospheric disturbances caused by the SW and LW induced by the
2022 HTHH eruption.

4.1. 3D Tomography in New Zealand

A 3D tomography model was created from 05:42 to 06:48 UT to observe ionospheric disturbances in the New
Zealand region at several altitudes using a six‐layer arrangement with an interval of 100 km; the results are
presented as follows.

Figure 6 presents a 3D tomography model of the New Zealand region from 05:42 to 06:48 UT at an altitude of
100–600 km, and it was found that the positive dTEC in red first appeared at 05:48 UT and was detected at an
altitude layer of 300 km. It became more visible at 05:54 UT at 200‐, 300‐, and 400‐km layers with the most solid
values recorded at 300 km. At the time, TIDs were observed to be moving to the southwest in line with the
direction of the tsunami in Figure 1. At 06:00 UT, the 300‐km altitude layer looked the most colorful, indicating
that the TIDs were at their maximum value. It was later observed from 06:06 to 06:18 that the positive dTEC value
gradually decreased due to the deficiency of data on TIDs in the zone and the inhibition of the tsunami propa-
gation when it hit mainland New Zealand. This was indicated by the appearance of the positive dTEC in red
blocks in the 3D tomography model from 05:42 to 06:12 UT and its subsequent disappearance at 06:18 UT. The
negative dTEC in blue blocks also started appearing and moving at 06.18 from the northeast, which was the
source of the tsunami, in the same direction as the positive dTEC and disappeared at 06.48 UT.

The sign of an ionospheric hole can be observed in the 3D tomography results in Figure 7 at 06:18–06:48 UT. As
can be seen from the figure, there is a decrease in the TEC change value, which is marked with a blue voxel. This
ionospheric hole is moving toward the southwest. Our results are similar to the ionospheric holes found by Aa
et al. (2022) and Astafyeva et al. (2022), which appeared 1–2 hr after the eruption in an area as far as 2000 km
from the epicenter. Positive and negative dTEC waves are two types of waves that occur as a result of ionospheric
disturbances. These disturbances can be caused by oscillations of waves that go up and down before returning to
normal conditions. The physical mechanism of positive anomaly waves starts when there is an increase in electron
density in the ionospheric layer, caused by a LW. After rising, this wave starts to descend, resulting in a decrease
in electron density. When these wave oscillations return to the normal state, the electron density in the ionospheric
layer also returns to normal. Anomalous positive and negative waves are two types of waves that occur as a result
of ionospheric disturbances. This disturbance can be caused by oscillating waves that rise and fall before returning
to normal conditions. The physical mechanism of anomalous positive waves starts when there is an increase in
electron density in the ionosphere, which is caused by a slow wave. After rising, these waves begin to fall again,
which results in a decrease in electron density. When these wave oscillations return to normal conditions, the
electron density in the ionosphere also returns to normal.

4.2. 3D Tomography in Australia

3D tomography modeling of ionospheric disturbances for the Australian region was conducted from 06:48 to
07:36 UT at an altitude of 100–600 km arranged at an interval of 100‐km altitude.

Figure 8 presents the 3D tomography model in the Australian region from 06:48 to 07:36 UT at an altitude of
100–600 km. Meanwhile, Figure 9 presents the appearance of the positive dTEC from the east, which is the source
of the tsunami, and its movement toward the southwest at 07:00 UT. The movement of ionospheric disturbances
was found to be in the same direction as the New Zealand region. The peak of the dTEC was recorded at 07:30 UT,
and the negative dTEC was at 07:36 UT in line with the movement of the positive dTEC. The consistent
observation was that the 300‐km altitude had a brighter value than the other altitudes due to the assumption of
maximum ionization at the point based on the Chapman model (1931), as will be discussed later. In simple terms,
ionospheric disturbances started reducing at altitudes of 200 and 400 km.

4.3. 3D Tomography in the Philippines

3D tomography ionospheric modeling was conducted in the Philippines at 09:36–10:24 UT, as presented in
Figure 10. The time range was selected based on TIDs in the ionosphere layer when viewed from the time‐series
graph. The positive dTEC appeared at 09:36 UT from the east of the country, which was the direction of the
tsunami, and later moved to the northwest.
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A positive dTEC occurred for a few minutes and was followed by a negative dTEC or ionospheric hole shown in
dark green to the east of the positive dTEC. The maximum electron density at 300 km is presented in Figure 10,
whereas the emergence of the positive dTEC from the satellite at the east of the mainland Philippines and sub-
sequent movement toward the mainland to the northwest, which is the direction of the tsunami, are presented in
Figure 11.

Figure 6. Distribution of 3D tomography ionospheric disturbances in New Zealand.
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Figure 7. Allocation of tomography ionospheric disturbances at 300 km. It is shown that the directivities of TIDs were in the southwest.
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Heki (2022) analyzed TIDS caused by the HTHH tsunami using the data from QZSS‐TEC observed in Japan and
found that the disturbances propagated westward at a rate of approximately 0.3 km/s, with the wavefront parallel
to the contour of the geomagnetic conjugate domain of the volcano. The findings of this study also indicated a
westward movement of ionospheric disturbances in the Philippines, suggesting the consistency of the 3D to-
mography modeling applied to the findings of previous studies. The results of the 3D tomography modeling for
each layer showed an anomaly that started with a positive dTEC value indicated by a cream‐red voxel moving
toward the direction of the tsunami and a LW moving concentrically from the center of the explosion. These were
followed by a negative colored dTEC represented using a hole marked with a dark green–blue voxel moving in the
same direction as the peak TIDs which are represented by the red voxels. At the beginning of the modeling period,
the positive dTEC was faintly preceded by a negative dTEC shown as a dark‐green voxel. Furthermore, the
decrease in the dTEC was found to be insignificant, but the dTEC later significantly increased and then decreased

Figure 8. Distribution of 3D tomography ionospheric disturbances in Australia.
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to form a negative–positive–negative pattern like the W shape. This is consistent with the results of a previous
study conducted by Munaibari et al. (2023).

The modeling results indicated that the maximum electron density was at an altitude of 300 km, and this was
attributed to the use of two constraints in the modeling process including continuity and altitude‐dependent
constraints based on the Chapman model. The continuity constraint assumes that neighboring voxels have
relative voxels passing through LoS at a tolerance of 0.10 × 1011 el/m3, with the uniform STEC error

Figure 9. Allocation of a tomography ionospheric disturbances at 300 km. It is shown that the directivities of TIDs were in the southwest (SW).
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assumed to be 0.2 TECU, where 1 TECU is 1016 el/m2. Heavily dependent constraints were used to provide
more realistic modeling results to avoid estimation of unrealistically large electron‐density dTEC at very high
or very low altitudes. The height‐dependent constraints were based on the Chapman model, which assumes a
maximum ionization at ∼300 km. Therefore, the results obtained from the model were more realistic and
follow the Chapman model (1931). The vertical profile of electron density was also estimated on 15 January
2022, and the time TIDs occurred in each location using the IRI model (https://irimodel.org/). The results
indicated that the highest electron density was at an altitude of ∼280–350 km, as presented in Figure 12, and
this is in line with the 3D tomography modeling applied at the height of the third ionospheric layer with an
altitude of ∼300 km (Chapman, 1931). The results obtained in this study are consistent with those in the
study by Shinbori et al. (2022), which indicated that the electron density calculated as a function of time had

Figure 10. Distribution of 3D tomography ionospheric disturbances in the Philippines.
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a peak altitude of ∼300 km. Furthermore, the adaptability of 3D tomography extends to observing the effects
of SW and LW at altitudes of up to ∼500 km. These observations align seamlessly with data acquired
through radio occultation methods, where TIDs can reach up to ∼500 km altitude, as reported by Shinagawa

Figure 11. Allocation of tomography ionospheric disturbances at 300 km. It is shown that the directivities of TIDs were in the northwest.
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and Miyoshi (2023). This alignment provides crucial validation for radio
occultation data, thereby enhancing and fortifying our comprehension of
TIDs at elevated altitudes.

4.4. Directivity of TIDs

The results of the 3D tomography modeling conducted in New Zealand and
Australia located in the southwest of Tonga indicated that the movement of
TIDs was preceded by a positive dTEC, followed by a negative dTEC or
ionospheric hole in the direction of the tsunami. It is noteworthy that the
tsunami waves hit mainland New Zealand and Australia from the northeast to
the southwest, as presented in Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1, and TIDs also moved in the same direction. These results were
consistent with those recorded with the 2D dTEC distribution model, where
the SIP marked a southward propagation through a red arrow at 0.3 km/s as
reported by Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022).

The directivities of TIDs for Australia and New Zealand were toward the
southwest, whereas that of the Philippines was in the northwest. Notably, the
Philippines is geographically located in the northwest of HTHH; this is the
reason why the tsunami waves and directivity of ionospheric disturbances
were propagated toward the direction. Meanwhile, the directivity produced
for the three case studies by the 3D tomography modeling was similar to that
of the tsunami. It was observed that TIDs appeared from the east of the
mainlands, crashed, and then moved away in the direction of the arrival of the
tsunami. These results are consistent with those in the study by Aa
et al. (2022), Saito (2022), Heki (2022), and Zhang, Vierinen, et al. (2022),
which indicated that TIDs moved in the south–southwestward direction or
radially outward in the same direction away from the epicenter.

5. Checkerboard Validation
The 3D tomography model and its electron densities were validated using the checkerboard resolution test.
Furthermore, the changes in the ionosphere during the 2022 Tonga tsunami were investigated, and the dTEC
data were synthesized based on the assumption that the electron‐density dTEC was allocated as boxes with
0.50 and − 0.50 TECU/100 km. It is noteworthy that Muafiry et al. (2018) and Muafiry and Heki (2020) as
well as Cahyadi et al. (2020, 2022a) have previously used the 3D tomography test with the checkerboard
test model.

The TIDs distribution determined by the checkerboard data synthesis model for New Zealand is presented
in Figure 13b. It was found that the 3D tomography perfectly captured the tall structures, as presented in
input Figure 13a. Furthermore, comparison of the two output displays showed that the resolution was high
at higher altitudes ∼200 km. The result shows at least 61% of the total area that can invert the input values
well, higher over land and lower over the ocean as indicated in the output image due to the limitation of
the data (LoS).

The same model was used in the Australian region, as presented in Figure 14, and the value produced almost
covered 2/3 of the entire area. The model was tested at an estimated altitude of 200 km and was found to have the
ability to effectively invert synthetic models with an inversion of more than 2/3 of the studies indicated by
Muafiry et al., (2018). It was found that several areas above the ocean were not effectively covered due to the lack
of data on these areas.

The checkerboard test conducted in the Philippines case study did not produce synthesis data as good as those in
Australia and New Zealand, as shown in Figure 15. The result shows only 35% of the total area that can invert the
model. This could be attributed to the limited data obtained from only 33 stations, which complicated the testing
process. Constraints as well as trial and error were applied to obtain the maximum model in this area.

Figure 12. Vertical electron‐density profiles reconstructed on TIDs using the
IRI model (https://irimodel.org/).
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6. Discussion
Research on ionospheric disturbances caused by tsunamis and other phenomena has been conducted by Kamo-
gawa et al. (2016), Rakoto et al. (2017), and Savastano et al. (2017), who showed a correlation between the
magnitude of the ionospheric disturbance and the height of the tsunami. Therefore, an attempt was made to
analyze the correlation between the tsunami amplitude measured using DART (Gusman & Roger, 2022) and TIDs
amplitude calculated using GNSS TEC. The tsunami height model was obtained by interpolating the DART data
using kriging method is presented in the following Figure 16. The tsunami we modeled was triggered by SW and

Figure 14. Checkerboard resolution test of the tomography model in Australia. A TIDs scheme of electron density was used
with a height of 200 km. The input (a) was formed by synthetic data and the output (b) by the results of the inversion
calculation using the observation data.

Figure 13. Checkerboard resolution test of the tomography model in New Zealand. A TIDs scheme of electron density was used with a height of 200 km. The input
(a) was formed by synthetic data and the output (b) by the results of the inversion calculation using the observation data.
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LW that occurred around 06:00 UT. Yellow star was used to indicate the location of the tsunami center (HTHH),
whereas a small black circle represents the location of TIDs used as the test points.

The correlation between tsunami amplitude height and TEC amplitude value for TIDs was analyzed from ∼105
SIP sample points spread across New Zealand and Australia. The TEC and DART data also have the same time
and position as extracted by value from the tsunami model raster. It is noteworthy that the Philippines was not
considered because the TIDs in this region were not purely produced by the tsunami but rather accumulated due to
several phenomena. The tests conducted indicated that the correlation values for New Zealand and Australia were
0.64 and 0.65, respectively, and these were classified as moderate, as presented in Figure 17. Furthermore, the
data collection timing for dTEC and DART was adjusted to the time the tsunami occurred in each region; this
contributed to the fairly high value recorded in the correlation test.

Kamogawa et al. (2016) conducted a study that established a correlation between the height of a tsunami,
magnitude of an earthquake, and percentage of TEC depression during an ionospheric disturbance. The study
found a positive correlation between TEC depression and tsunami height. Similarly, Rakoto et al. (2017) eval-
uated the TEC values and tsunami heights in multiple tsunami cases, including the 2012 Haida Gwaii tsunami,
2006 Kuril Islands tsunami, and 2011 Tohoku tsunami. The findings showed an association between tsunami
height and DTEC, where a higher DTEC value corresponded to a higher tsunami height value. In addition,
Savastano et al. (2017) examined ionospheric disturbances resulting from the 2011 Tohoku Oki earthquake and
the 2012 Emilia earthquake, and their results similarly showed that TIDs were consistent with the height of the
tsunami model. Therefore, an attempt was made to analyze the correlation between the tsunami amplitude
measured using DART (Gusman & Roger, 2022) and TIDs amplitude calculated using GNSS TEC.

The maximum TIDs was compared with the sea‐level peaks, as presented in Figure 18. It was found that TIDs
appeared 10 min earlier than the sea‐level peaks in the New Zealand region and 8 min earlier in the Australian
region. This led to the analysis of the consistent appearance of TIDs earlier than the sea‐level rise, and the results
were found to be the same as those reported by Savastano et al. (2017), who detected TEC perturbations before the
actual tsunami arrival.

7. Conclusion
We observed TID after the HTHH eruption with GNSS TEC data in Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines.
The source is analyzed by calculating its speed using a time‐distance diagram and a power spectrum. The first TID
was generated by SW and LW at ∼06:00 UT over New Zealand. The first one has a speed of ∼0.692 km/s, and its

Figure 15. Checkerboard resolution test of the tomography model in the Philippines. A TIDs scheme of electron density was
used with a height of 200 km. The input (a) was formed by synthetic data and the output (b) by the results of the inversion
calculation using the observation data.
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Figure 17. Comparison of TIDs values from several tsunami height test points in New Zealand (a) and Australia (b). The black and two red dashed lines indicate the
regression and uncertainties of the factor by two errors, respectively.

Figure 16. SIP location for correlation testing.
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speed decreases gradually. The final wave had a speed of ∼0.3 km/s Gusman et al. (2022) reported that this
atmospheric wave caused a tsunami wave at 06.00 UT. Interestingly, a moderate correlation was found between
these tsunami waves and TID. A second TID discovered at∼08:00 UT generated by the IGW due to displacement
of eruptive water has also been studied. This TID has a typical classical tsunami speed of ∼200 m/s which is in
line with Hu et al. (2023).

The 3D structure of the first TID after the HTHH eruption has also been analyzed using GNSS TEC data in
Australia, New Zealand, and the Philippines. In New Zealand, the results of the analysis show that the first TID
has a maximum concentration of oblique TEC changes at 200–300 km above the surface and begins to decrease
at an altitude of 500–600 km. Shinagawa and Miyoshi (2023) also found that this TID can reach heights of up
to ∼500 km using the radio occultation method. Additionally, our 3D model shows the direction of the TID to
be the same as the direction of the tsunami and atmospheric waves (spreading outward). Tomograms in
Australia and the Philippines also showed the same TID results as in New Zealand. However, the tomogram in
the Philippines is no better than the other two selected countries (e.g., only 35% of voxels were found) because
GNSS stations on land are rare and limited. Nevertheless, our observations in the Philippines show large
amplitudes of TEC obliquity changes due to LW accumulation, equatorial electrojet, EIA, tsunami, and
geomagnetic storm effects on equatorial geomagnetics.

Data Availability Statement
All the data used in this study are available at the ARGN (https://data.gnss.ga.gov.au/) observation station in
Australia, GeoNet (https://data.geonet.org.nz/gnss/rinex/2022/015/) in New Zealand, and PAGeNet in the
Philippines (https://pagenet.namria.gov.ph/SBC/spider‐business‐center).
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